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BACKGROUND 

The Defence Environmental Vision is to be a leader in sustainable environmental management 

to support the ADF capability to defend Australia and its national interests. The Defence 

Environmental Vision is underpinned by four pillars: Compliance, Efficiency, Trust and 

Accountability. To achieve the Defence Environmental Vision through the pillar of Accountability, 

it is critical that Defence takes ownership of, and responsibility for, environmental outcomes when 

performing its activities, by appropriate reporting and management of environmental incidents.  

This guideline provides information on how environmental aspects of incidents in Defence are 

reported and managed.  

DEFINITION: ENVIRONMENTAL INCIDENT 

In keeping with the Defence Incident Reporting Framework definition of an incident, an 

environmental incident is any non-routine event or occurrence that may have an effect on the 

environment or legal and ethical obligations. It includes complaints about noise, environmental 

mismanagement or outcomes made by Defence Personnel, person/s engaged under a contract, 

people involved in Australian Defence Force cadets, and members of the public. A near miss is 

an event or set of circumstances that does not result in an incident, but that highlights a lack of 

controls, responses or preventative actions that if put in place could prevent future incidents from 

occurring.  

SCOPE 

This guideline is applicable to all environmental incidents, near misses, observations, non-

conformances, and complaints (refer Definitions) that occur as a result of Defence activities, 

regardless of where they occur. It describes Defence’s incident reporting procedures and when 

they are to be applied, but does not replace or override Base-wide Emergency Management Plans 

or Emergency Response Procedures. 

This guideline provides a methodology consistent with the GEMS Incident Management System 

as it relates to:  
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i. reporting environmental incidents;  

ii. ensuring corrective actions are effective;  

iii. establishing preventive actions to reduce the likelihood of incidents recurring; and  

iv. reviewing environmental incidents to inform continual improvement. 

This guideline applies to all Defence personnel, including ADF and APS members, contractors, 

subcontractors, lessees and licence holders. 

ENVIRONMENTAL INCIDENT REPORTING IN DEFENCE 

Defence records incidents using a variety of incident reporting systems depending on the type of 

incident and/or the particular Group or Service. Environment and Engineering Branch considers 

the management implications of incidents that have been reported using the systems listed in 

Table 1. For more details on the incident management processes across Defence refer to the 

Defence Incident Reporting Hub. 

Defence has established the Garrison and Estate Management System (GEMS) for the purposes 

of capturing, collating and interpreting environmental and heritage data, including for the use of 

reporting environmental incidents. 

GEMS is the mandated risk governance and reporting tool within E&IG. Key benefits of using 

GEMS for incident capture include: 

 Environmental incidents reported and managed in a consistent way across the whole of 
the Defence Estate,  

 Open visibility of a register of all environmental incidents,  
 The ability to analyse environmental incidents by type, location, environmental factor or 

a range of other variables,  
 Improved ability to accurately report on environmental incidents as required by 

legislation, and, 
 Improved accountability for actions stemming from the investigation of environmental 

incidents.  

 

Defence Estate incidents are to be reported and actioned via the Garrison and Estate 

Management System (GEMS) Incident Report Form and by clicking the following button on the 

DEMQS home page  

and then clicking. 

 

Environmental impacts may occur as a result of an incident where the primary incident category 

is not ‘environmental’. For example, a WHS incident reported through Sentinel may impact on 

personnel safety as well as the environment. In cases where the primary reporting reason is not 

environmental it is currently necessary to report using multiple systems. Work to progress 

integration of systems into a single reporting process is underway. 

Bushfires may be environmental incidents if fire sensitive matters have been harmed. However, 

the GEMS Environmental Factor Management (EFM) Fire Event Record is the mandated record 

http://drnet/AssociateSecretary/AFCD/Incident-Reporting/Pages/Home.aspx
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for bushfires as per guidelines in the Manual or Fire Protection Engineering (note, not all fires 

north of the Tropic of Capricorn require reporting as Fire Event Records, only those that are 

caused by Defence or harm property or people). Fire incidents reported in TASMIS are 

periodically transferred to GEMS Fire Event Records and do not require duplicate reporting.  

Table 1. Defence Incident Reporting Systems analysed for environmental performance 
 

Incident Reporting System Relevant Incident Types System Owner 

GEMS Incident Management 

System 

 

Environment 
Estate and Infrastructure 

Group (E&IG) 

Army Incident Management 

System (AIMS) 

 

WHS Army 

Aviation Safety Management 

Information System (ASMIS) 

 

WHS Air Force 

Sentinel WHS 
Defence People Group, 

Navy, Joint Capability Group 

Training Area Safety and 

Management Information 

System (TASMIS) 

Ammunition, Fire, 

Environment, General 

Estate and Infrastructure 

Group (E&IG) 

Defence Fuel Supply Chain 

Incident Report 

 

Fuel Joint Capability Group 

GEMS EFM – Fire Event 

Record 

Bushfires (as per MFPE 

Chapter 6 requirements) 

Estate and Infrastructure 

Group (E&IG) 

 

Environment and Engineering Branch review environmental incident reporting data. The 

Environmental Incident Management system supports the review and improvement of Defence’s 

Environmental Management System. In turn, this helps Defence meet its Environmental Policy 

Objectives relating to measuring and reporting environmental performance and incorporating 

continual improvement mechanisms. 

WHEN TO REPORT AN INCIDENT 

The GEMS incident management process is not currently part of an incident response. Incident 

records in GEMS document events, investigations and outcomes of an incident, often after all 

necessary management actions directly related to the incident have been completed. For 

example, a GEMS record is not a method to request a spill response, but the form should be used 

to document a spill that resulted in an environmental incident or near miss after response and 

“make good” actions have been completed. Slower elements of incident management such as 

root cause investigations, lessons learned and external agency interactions, may be managed 

and documented directly into a GEMS incident record. In general, an incident should be recorded 

in GEMS as soon as it is practical to do so. 

 

Some types of incidents have statutory reporting timeframes. Incidents involving EPBC matters 

such as threatened species, cetaceans, and migratory species require Environment and 

Engineering Branch to report them to the Secretary for the Environment Department within seven 
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days. This means that GEMS reports must be completed immediately and email notifications sent 

to environmentandheritage@defence.gov.au informing the Director of Environmental 

Performance Approvals and Compliance that an EPBC incident has occurred, and providing the 

GEMS incident record title. 

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

For GEMS system functions, consult the detailed instructions for the incident module. 

Roles and responsibilities for incident management will vary between sites. The Joint Framework 

for Base Accountabilities provides further details.  

In general, a person causing or witnessing an incident should immediately respond to the situation 

and report it to the appropriate site-based authority for immediate response (if required). Following 

immediate actions, a person who caused or witnessed the incident should provide a simplified 

GEMS incident report form describing the events and response actions. An environmental officer 

should then take management responsibility for the incident record and assess the need for 

further actions.   

STEP 1 – ASSESS SITUATION 

ACTIONS REQUIRED 

 Incident Reporter is to assess the situation and, if required, follow emergency response 

procedures in accordance with Base-wide Emergency Management Plan (Base EMP) 

and/or Emergency Response Procedures (ERPs), or other relevant Instructions. 

 If incident is not an emergency or does not require further on-ground action, refer to Step 

2. 

RESPONSIBILITY 

 Action Responsibility - Incident reporter 

 Management Responsibility - Supervisor 

COMMUNICATION 

 As per Base-wide Emergency Management Plan (Base EMP), Emergency Response 

Procedures (ERPs) and/or relevant Instructions.  

STEP 2 – RATE THE INCIDENT SEVERITY 

ACTIONS REQUIRED 

 Incident Reporter is to rate the incident severity. Note that a best guess is sufficient at this 

stage. If in doubt, contact Regional environmental personnel. 

 Refer to the E&IG Risk management Framework consequence guidance for assistance in 

deciding severity. Base EMP, ERPs or other Instructions may also contain relevant 

guidance on incident severity. 

 Near-misses should be rated as though the incident had actually happened. 

RESPONSIBILITY 

 Action Responsibility - Incident reporter 

 Management Responsibility - Supervisor 

COMMUNICATION 

mailto:environmentandheritage@defence.gov.au
http://easrsn159.eas.mil.au/ucontent/771feb3ba80240c98eb8107eda9a1974/index.pdf
http://drnet/eig/EnablingCapability/JFBA/Pages/Base-Accountabilities-Home.aspx
http://drnet/eig/EnablingCapability/JFBA/Pages/Base-Accountabilities-Home.aspx
http://intranet.defence.gov.au/estatemanagement/governance/Risk/docs/RMP.pdf
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 If a moderate, major or severe incident has occurred, as soon as practicable, the Incident 

Reporter must notify: 

o ADES/ESM 

o Range Control Officer (RCO) (if on Training Area) 

o Project or Contract Manager (if project related). 

 If a major or severe incident has occurred, the Incident Reporter must additionally contact 

the BM as soon as practicable. 

 An environmental contacts list is available on the ‘Contact us’ page of DEQMS. BM contact 

details available on regional intranet sites via the E&IG page. 

 Notification of relevant persons can be achieved through direct email, as well as CC 

inclusion of additional people when submitting a GEMS incident record. 

 NOTE: the GEMS incident form will be updated in 2019 to automatically notify relevant 

persons. Currently only BMs received automated notification of incidents. 

  

STEP 3 – COMPLETE GEMS INCIDENT RECORD 

ACTIONS REQUIRED 

 The Incident Reporter is to complete and submit the GEMS incident form. The form can 

be downloaded from DEQMS, the Defence Incident Reporting Hub or sourced from local 

environmental personnel. 

 This form is to be filled out for all incidents, near-misses, observations, non-conformances 

and complaints.  

 Defence personnel with GEMS incident module access can directly create the record on 

GEMS.  

 The current incident form requires limited information, with a simple narrative of what 

events occurred, where, who is reporting it and when the incident occurred. The better the 

description of events, the less requirement for follow-up questions or clarifications for 

simple incidents. Good descriptions will include the specifics details of how an event 

occurred, who was involved, and what actions were taken to address the situation. 

Estimated volume of spilled substances and type of spill kit and similar details will all assist 

in speedy incident resolution. 

 Incident severity is entered on the form. Note that “Dangerous” is a category of severity. 

This is not to be used. 

RESPONSIBILITY 

 Action Responsibility - Incident reporter 

 Management Responsibility - Supervisor 

COMMUNICATION 

 In 2019 the form will be modified to automatically upload in to GEMS and notify relevant 

people. Currently, when submitting the form, email addresses for BM and other listed 

stakeholders can be manually added by the Incident Reporter.  

 The ESM or ADES must brief appropriate forums on relevant environmental incident 

reports. 

 Major environmental incidents should be reviewed at the Base Management Forum 

(BMF).  

 

STEP 4 – INCIDENT MANAGEMENT 

ACTIONS REQUIRED 
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 The Incident Manager will usually be the local environmental officer (ESM or equivalent), 

but the BM may delegate an alternative manager.  

 The Incident Manager must first determine whether a reported incident is a valid incident 

record and should void records that do not represent actual incidents, or that are 

duplicates of other reports. Voided records are still reportable. 

 The Incident Manager must re-assess the severity of an incident. 

 IMPORTANT The Incident Manager must assign an incident group (or groups) to any valid 

records using the “change incident group” function, and indicate which, if any, 

Environmental Factors have been impacted using the “Environmental Factors” tab. These 

steps are essential to support reporting functions and to providing access to some data 

capture fields.  

 

 

 
 

 The Incident Manager must determine the requirement for an investigation into the 

incident (below). 

 The Incident Manager is to brief ADES and BM on progress of incidents and seek 

endorsement for progressing an investigation, and for proposed preventative and 

corrective actions.  

 The Incident Manager is to implement actions through appropriate mechanisms, such as 

formally tasking personnel, drafting EIRs, etc.  

 Both the ADES and BM are to provide support to the Incident Manager as required to 

resolve any issues arising. 

RESPONSIBILITY 

 Action Responsibility – Incident manager and action owners 

 Management Responsibility – ADES (BM – audit)  

COMMUNICATION 

 If an incident requires external notification, check local and organisational processes for 

guidance and consult with the BM. 

 Notifiable incidents must be reported to the Environment and Engineering Branch 

immediately.  

 The Incident Manager must brief ADES and BM on investigation, actions and issues. 

 The ADES should brief DSD on incident investigation, actions and issues as required. 

 The ADES must review all environmental incidents regularly, and present and discuss at 

appropriate forums. 

 All major and severe environmental incidents should be reviewed at BMF.  

 If the recommendation is that an investigation is required, the incident moves to Step 5 of 

this guideline. 

 If the recommendation is that no further action is required, the incident moves to Step 6 of 

this guideline. 

 

STEP 5 – INCIDENT INVESTIGATION 

ACTIONS REQUIRED 
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 Investigations are not required for all incidents. An investigation should be undertaken 

when: 

o there is uncertainty over the cause of the incident 

o there is uncertainty over the severity of the incident 

o an unauthorised action has occurred 

o there is demonstrable failure of standing controls to prevent an incident occurring 

o there is uncertainty over the requirement for ongoing management actions 

o there is a need to document lessons learned or business improvements 

highlighted by the incident.  

 The Incident Manager is to appoint an incident investigator to undertake an incident 

investigation. The Incident Manager can be the Incident Investigator. 

 The investigation can be in the form of an attached report, or structured as an ICAM or 

Lessons Learned process in the GEMS module.  

RESPONSIBILITY 

 Action Responsibility – Incident manager 

 Management Responsibility – ADES or BM as appropriate 

COMMUNICATION 

 The Incident Investigator must report findings to the Incident Manager. The Incident 

Manager retains other communication roles. 

STEP 6 – INCIDENT CLOSE-OUT 
ACTIONS REQUIRED 

 If necessary, the incident Manager, ADES or BM may choose to hold a de-brief meeting 

with relevant stakeholders and review the incident record and attachments. The GEMS 

record should form a near-complete basis for discussing the incident, what was done well, 

and areas for improvement. If this is not the case, the record may require updating prior 

tot close-out 

 The Incident Manger should change the incident status to “Closed” once they are assured 

that any tasks arising from the incident have been completed. Note: for practicality, a “task” 

may be the creation of an EIR to complete an improvement action, not waiting for the 

completion of the on-ground action itself. 

RESPONSIBILITY 

 Action Responsibility –ADES and BM 

 Management Responsibility – ADES  

COMMUNICATION 

 Where appropriate, Incident Manager, ADES or BM to hold de-brief with the Incident 

Manager and the Incident Reporter, as well as other affected stakeholders. 

 Incident Manager may notify BM or ADES of close-out of certain incidents where severity 

or other factors have generated interest from other base or external stakeholders. 

AUDIT REPORTING 
EE Branch reviews and analyses trends in environmental incident data, with a particular focus on 

environmental factors, to assist in policy review and development. It should review and analyse 

trends in environmental incident data, with a particular focus on the Regional and Base scale on 

a regular basis, and communicate results to the relevant BM, and other stakeholders, at the 

appropriate forum. Regions also have a responsibility to regularly review and analyse trends 

relating to incident data.  
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SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 

 Joint Directive on the Management of Risk in Defence (30/2015)  

 Defence Incident Reporting and Management Manual  

 (Interim) Defence Instruction Administration 45-2.  

 Defence SAP E&IG Risk Category Definitions 

 Defence SAP E&IG Risk Organisation Structure 

 Risk Management Framework (E&IG)  

 E&IG Risk Management Process 

 Defence Fuel Management System – Element 15.0 – Incident Management  

 Defence Fuel Management System – Element 15.2 – Incident Investigation  

 Incident Notification and Recording Reference Guide (March 2018) 

 

ACRONYMS  
ADES  Assistant Director Environment and Sustainability 

BM  Base Manager 

BMF   Base Management Forum 

DEPAC  Director of Environmental Planning, Assessment and Compliance  

DEQMS  Defence Estate Quality Management System 

DRN   Defence Restricted Network 

DSD   Director Service Directory 

EE   Environment and Engineering Branch  

EMP   Emergency Management Plan  

EPBC   Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 

ERP   Emergency Response Procedure 

ESM  Environmental and Sustainability Manager 

GEMS   Garrison and Estate Management System 

RCO   Range Control Officer 

TA   Training Area 

WHS   Workplace health and safety 

https://objective/id:AF22311090
http://intranet.defence.gov.au/estatemanagement/Governance/Risk/docs/riskcategories.pdf
http://intranet.defence.gov.au/estatemanagement/Governance/Risk/docs/riskorgstructure.pdf
http://intranet.defence.gov.au/estatemanagement/Governance/Risk/docs/RMF.pdf
http://intranet.defence.gov.au/estatemanagement/Governance/Risk/docs/RMP.pdf

